We use non-relativistic dynamics to relate the deuteron form factor at high momentum transfer to the high energy neutron-proton scattering amplitude. This relation implies that an accurate computation of the form factors at large Q 2 requires a simultaneous description of the lowest phase-shifts of the nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering at laboratory kinetic energy T ∼ Q 2 /2m N . Computing these phase shifts therefore provides a useful consistency test of the potentials used to compute the deuteron wave function.
Recently the deuteron form factor A(Q 2 ) was measured at Jefferson Laboratory and four momentum transfers up to Q 2 = 6 GeV 2 [1] , and measurements at larger Q 2 are planned. These efforts have caused much interest on improving calculations of the form factors at higher values of Q 2 up to about 11 GeV 2 . The best calculations are elegant in their use of the very latest realistic, high-precision nucleon-nucleon potentials. These potentials are based on using detailed knowledge of the long and medium range parts of the potentials and on using artful modeling of the short distance physics. Typically, the parameters of the potentials are tuned to obtain an accurate reproduction of the measured phase shifts up to 300 MeV laboratory kinetic energy, T . It seems natural that increasing the range of energies of the validity of the potential would increase the ability of the potential to describe those aspects of the deuteron wave function which enter at high momentum transfer.
However, as we will argue below, most of the current NN potentials used for comparisons of theory with deuteron form factor data have analyzed the nucleon-nucleon phase shifts at energies too low to give reliable predictions for the deuteron form factors at Q 2 greater than about 1 GeV 2 . In particular, it turns out that one needs to know the large angle NN scattering amplitude at
where m N is the nucleon mass. Qualitatively this is because the relative momentum, which dominates the overlap integral for the form factor is ∼ Q/2. The implication of (1) is that for Q 2 > 1 GeV 2 one needs to use a potential that successfully describes the neutron-proton phase shifts for T > 500 MeV. To our knowledge, no such consistency check of the potential used to compute the deuteron wave function has been made.
One might think that the simple kinematic relationship (1) might not apply because the nucleons in the deuteron are bound. Therefore we need to demonstrate explicitly that there is a strong relationship between the form factor and the scattering amplitude at large energies and large angles. This is done using the simplest possible dynamics: non-relativistic spin-less nucleons interacting with an energy-independent local potential. Clearly, it is not our purpose to be realistic. Instead we merely wish to point out that the form factor is proportional to the scattering amplitude. The reader may immediately question the use of non-relativistic dynamics. However, such dynamics are not irrelevant at T = 500 MeV. Furthermore, the use of relativistic light front dynamics shows that relativistic dynamics is not very different from non-relativistic dynamics: two-nucleons dominate, there is a wave equation, and the specific relativistic effects in the deuteron are not very large unless Q 2 is very high. The specific differences between the non-relativistic and light-front approaches are relatively well-understood and lead to a small easing of the constraint (1) for Q 2 ≥ m 2 d . Therefore, without further apology we turn to the necessary derivation.
The deuteron wave function ψ is defined by the Schroedinger equation:
where µ = m N /2. The form factor is given in terms of the momentum-space wave function as
In the widely-employed Breit frame q 2 = Q 2 . For large enough values of q, and for a potential which decreases as a power of q, the integral may be simplified because q can be much larger than the typical values of p for which the wave function is near its largest value. See Ref. [2] for a pedagogic discussion of the technique we employ. There are two regions for which the integrand of Eq. (3) is largest: p ≈ 0 for which the first wave function is large, and p ≈ −q for which the second wave function is large. Thus we may say
The next step is to obtain ψ(q) from the momentum space version of Eq. (2):
which for large values of q can be approximated as
This expression can be used to obtain the form factor from Eq. (3). The result is
The approximation (7) works well for qR ≫ 1 where R is the characteristic size of the bound state. The content is that the form factor is the square of the bound state wave function at the origin times the Fourier transform of the potential:
The desired relation between the form factor and the scattering amplitude can be obtained by realizing that at energies E much greater than the characteristic strength of the potential, the first Born approximation is valid and the scattering amplitude for a cm angle
cos θ is also a Fourier transform of the potential.
The relation between f E (θ) and q|V |0 is obtained by specifying
Once the relation (12) is satisfied one immediately obtains
and from Eq. (7)
This result, valid for the stated conditions on q and E, is the one we have been seeking. The key point is that the form factor is proportional to the high-energy scattering amplitude, and a correct calculation for the form factor can only be achieved in models in which the scattering amplitude is accurately reproduced. This is a requirement additional to reproducing the short-distance part of the wave function represented by Φ. We note that a relation very similar to Eq. (14) was derived long ago [3] using a scale invariant six quark model. It is also true that the relation between the deuteron form factor and the scattering amplitude has also been the subject of Ref. [4] in which dispersion relations are used to compute the deuteron charge form factor with experimental phase shifts as the essential input. Thus one sees the close relation between F (q) and f E from a variety of different approaches: non-relativistic dynamics, light-front dynamics, quark models and dispersion relations.
Let us now estimate at what kinetic energies one needs to know the phase shifts. Since we are dealing with the S-wave deuteron wave function we can take of cos θ = −1, corresponding to the maximal momentum transfer. This actually is the closest to the kinematics relevant for computing the form factor at high momentum transfer. Thus, q 2 ∼ 4µE. On the other hand in the non-relativistic limit √ s = 2m N + 2E = 2m N + T /2. Combining these two expressions, we obtain Eq. (1). If instead of the non-relativistic model, we were to use the light cone model as in [5, 6] we would find that up to Q 2 ∼ m 2 d the light cone fractions of the nucleons are approximately equal and the relation eq.1 holds. At larger values of Q 2 , the increase of the effective invariant energy with Q 2 decreases somewhat. In any case, one can see that for Q 2 ≥ 2 GeV 2 one reaches the region where masses in the intermediate state exceed 3 GeV and the legitimacy of the two nucleon approximation becomes highly questionable, see discussion in [5] . Then one would need to include either new hadronic degrees of freedom in the deuteron wave function: πNN, ∆∆, ..., or to account explicitly for quark-gluon degrees of freedom.
The implications of our result (7) is that potentials used to obtain the deuteron wave function should be tested by computing the corresponding phase shifts. If one wants an accurate calculation, the phase shifts need to be correctly obtained up to kinetic energies given by Eq. (1). This suggests a consistency test for the potentials currently employed to compute deuteron form factors.
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